Atomizer Care
REMEMBER:
When ever you have a brand new atomizer or a freshly cleaned and dried atomizer you should always prime
the atomizer before use. This will allow the atomizer to heat up and produce vapor faster and reduce the risk of
burning the atomizer out.
ATOMIZER MAINTENANCE (CANNED AIR METHOD)
The compressed air will clear the atomizer of excess liquid and any particles inside.
CLEANING YOUR ATOMIZER WITH CANNED AIR
For this method of cleaning you will need:
•
Canned Air (Dust remover used for cleaning keyboards)
•
Paper Towels
To clean your atomizer with canned air set your atomizer upside down on a paper towel so the end that screws
onto the battery is up. Line the straw that comes with most brands of canned air up with the small hole located
on this part of the atomizer and spray the air into the atomizer. You can also lift the tomizer off the paper towel
as you spray the air into the hole. You will most likely see a fair amount of liquid spray out of the atomizer.
Once you feel like all the excess liquid is out of the atomizer turn it over and quickly spray the inside of the
atomizer with the canned air. Allow the atomizer to dry out over night and bein using it the folloing morning.
ATOMIZER MAINTENANCE (ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL METHOD)
•
The Isopropyl Alcohol will dissolve the old liquid from the mesh wick and coil
CLEANING YOUR ATOMIZER WITH ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL
For this method of cleaning you will need:
•
Cotton Swabs
•
Isopropyl (Rubbing) Alcohol
•
Paper Towels.
The best cotton swabs to use for this are not name brand like Q-tip but off brands. The ones from the dollar
store work best. This is due to the fact that they tend to have less cotton on them and therefor run a lesser chance
of leaving bits of cotton behind in the atomizer.
Dip a cotton swab into the rubbing alcohol and VERY gently swab the inside of the atomizer with the cotton
swab. Allow the atomizer to sit over night and begin using it again the next morning.
REMEMBER:
THE ATOMIZER IS COMPLETELY DRY AND WILL ABSORB THE LIQUID QUICKLY AT FIRST!
WE RECOMMEND THAT THE ALCOHOL AND CANNED AIR METHODS BE USED TOGETHER
FOR BEST RESULTS.
DO
•
Clean often
•
Dry the atomizer thoroughly. Whether drying the atomizer overnight , or using a hair dryer (ON A
            COOL SETTING), etc., before using the atomizer again.
•
Prime the atomizer before using again. (Put 1-2 drops into the atomizer directly on the mesh coil.)

Atomizer Care
DON’T
•
DO NOT use chemicals or solvents other then Isopropyl Alcohol. We have repeatedly cleaned atomizers to
            remove a liquid flavor thinking there is no way there could be any of that flavor left and the flavor
            resurfaces because there was still some in the mesh. Remember, if you do use chemicals other then
            Isopropyl Alcohol, you will never be able to completely rinse those chemicals out, so do not use
other chemicals
•

DO NOT use rushing water to rinse. This can damage the wick

IF THE STEPS ABOVE DID NOT WORK TO REJUVENATE YOUR ATOMIZER IT IS TIME TO
REPLACE IT!

